Test Description
The MPLM structural testing article was configured in a free-flee test stand, Figure (1 The excitationpositionsduringthetests, Figure( 2), werelocatedonthe CBM flange sinceit wasthe primaryareaof interest. However,eventhoughthe forwardconepanels wereexcitedthey werenot fully characterized.
Modal Test
Twenty-four tri-axial accelerometers were used to gather data during the modal test of the forward cone and CBM flange of the MPLM, Figure (3 (1). In addition 6 rigid body modes were also identified, Table ( 2), three of the bungee system and three of the hoisting device. Careful consideration of the influence of these modes on the test article was taken during the correlation process.
Residual

Flexibility Measurements
Since the MPLM math model had already been correlated to the Shuttle constraints fixed base test, (Reference 7), the global free-free data of the entire MPLM was not obtained.
So there for the full potential of the residual flexibility method could not be utilized.
However, by obtaining the drive point frequency response functions the dynamic flexibility of the interface could be measured. (5) and (6), weretakenat0°,90°, 180°, and270°around the CBM flange. Abroad-bandsinesweepwasusedto excitethe MPLM in therangeof 10-150Hz. The X-direction fundamental anti-resonance is at 14.5Hz with the rigid body hoistpitch modeshowingup at26Hz,Figure(5). The Y-directionfundamental antiresonance is at33 Hz with theothertwo rigid bodymodesof the hoisting system showingup at 45-50Hz, Figure(6) . It hasnot beendeterminedwhy the measurements at location#7 did not correspond to the expectedFRFshapeat location#3. All efforts were takento determinethephenomenon (accelerometer calibration,attachment, etc.). The modeshapes did not showanypeculiaritiesat location#7, andthe finite elementmodel (FEM) usedto for pretestanalysis,predictedsimilar resultsaspoint #3. The drive point FRF comparison of the CBM flange in the X-direction, Figure (7) , showed similar characteristics of the curves. The fundamental anti-resonance is well defined but about 20% too high (17 Hz compared to 14.5 Hz). This indicates that the model is too stiff in the axial direction.
The drive point FRFs,Figures
The Y-direction (radial) FRF comparison, Figure   8 , was not as comparable as the X-direction. The test FRF cure had the fundamental characteristics of a typical drive point FRF, but the anti-resonance was not well defined.
The model was considerably worse with no distinguishable anti-resonance. In general the model's FRF seemed to be too stiff also.
Conclusion
In the initial dynamic testing of the MPLM the on-orbit interface CBM flange was overlooked.
A quick and inexpensive test/correlation was needed to verify this interface. 
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